How To Escape The Matrix: RE-Patriate
"There are none so helplessly enslaved as those who falsely believe they are free." Goethe
"I freed a 1,000 slaves. I could've freed thousands more if they only knew they were slaves." Harriet Tubbman
THE FOLLOWING IS MEANT TO SHOW YOU, WITH FACTS, HOW YOU HAVE BEEN SKILLFULLY DECEIVED. The following
is designed to make you start asking questions! LOTS of questions!! Serious questions! Remember, there are NO contradictions!
The 13th Amendment: "Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been
duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction."
1. 'Slavery' and 'non involuntary servitude' are expressly prohibited. What about the concept called "legal by omission"? Do you see that
'VOLUNTARY SERVITUDE' is omitted and therefor both 'legal & lawful'
2. Notice the last phrase, "THEIR jurisdiction." This is the states, in plural, stated.
The 14 Amendment, 1st Clause: "All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens
of the United States and of the State wherein they reside." This is the origin of the "Constitutional rights" you hear virtually everyone
refer to. We were bestowed with "God Given Rights", PROTECTED by the Construction! "God Given Rights" and "civil rights"
ARE "MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE."
Personally, I traded with the U.S. Secretary of State in July, 2007. I gave him my "civil rights" BACK and he gave me my "God Given
Rights", along with their "Constructional PROTECTIONS." You can make that exchange also, no matter if you are native born or
naturalized. "Civil rights", under the scope and purview of the 14th Amendment, are NOT "God Given Rights", therefor do NOT
receive "Constitutional PROTECTIONS"! These Satanist Slavers have used the black man to enslave US ALL!
1. There are EIGHT 'legal land mines' in that sentence. Attempting to expose the FRAUD with as little confusion as possible we are going
to concentrate only on ONE word, "and."
2. The 14th Amendment DOES NOT SAY: All persons born or naturalized in the United States, ARE subject to the jurisdiction thereof,
are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside.
Obviously it does NOT use the definitive word "ARE." If some are 'and subject to the jurisdiction thereof' there HAS TO BE some who
'are NOT SUBECT' to the openly stated SINGULAR jurisdiction.
3. Notice the 13th Amendment is PLURAL and the following 14th Amendment IS SINGULAR, "the jurisdiction thereof." Do you see
the transition to the 'two tier' form of government.
THE TWO QUESTIONS: You have been asked these two important questions your entire adult life:
1. "Are you a citizen of the United States?"
2. "Are you a resident?"
Allow me to rephrase these two questions the way they are intended from a legal, not a colloquial context:
1. Are you related to Negro slaves who were assigned 'federal citizenship' with 'civil rights' following the Civil War?
2. Are you 'residing' in a state requesting protection from the federal government against any actions of your state?
You have probably answered those questions your entire life, "YES", not knowing exactly what they were asking you. If those questions
were rephrased correctly would you have EVER answered 'YES'? These two questions are 'not' the jurisdiction nexus, that nexus was 'from
birth'.
Look at the 13 Amendment above, "voluntary servitude" is LEGAL BY OMISSION. By answering 'YES' to those questions you have
given the federal government YOUR CONSENT! The one element ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED for the takeover and control of the U.S.,
NOT the U.S.A.
Department of State Document: I am including the link to an insightful statement as to the TRUTH of what is & has been going on. This
literally 'sets you UP' to 'volunteer into servitude', in a modern day version of the FEUDAL SYSTEM. If you can not access the hot link; go
to, www.travel.state.gov. In the 'search field' type "certificate of non citizen nationality". Pick the 1st option. Link below:
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/legal/travel-legal-considerations/us-citizenship/Certificates-Non-Citizen-Nationality.html
In this document you will see the most completely HONEST statement you will ever see, read or hear from these FUEDAL SLAVERS. The
reason they are telling the truth now is to 'set up' the gigantic LIE that follows. They used American Samoa to create a 3rd, totally new
political status, a 'Non-citizen national'. To attain 'birthright citizenship', American Samoans have to 'naturalize'. The original 'state citizen'
status is identified as a 'U.S. national'. That status is HIDDEN behind the 'non citizen national' nomenclature. The American Samoan,
non-citizen national status.
Here is the TRUTH from the Department of State: As defined by the INA, all U.S. citizens are U.S. nationals.
1. Has anyone ever told you that you have a 'DUAL political STATUS'?
2. Has anyone EVER asked you, "Are you a U.S. national?" IF NOT, WHY NOT?
Have you been asked LEADING QUESTIONS with intentional incomplete choices? Incomplete because you did not understand what they
were asking you.

HAVE YOU BEEN TRICKED INTO 'VOLUNTEERING INTO 'VOLUNTARY SERVITUDE'' allowed by the 13th Amendment?
This is deliberately 'set up' to be a very intentionally confusing set of circumstances. I have attempted above to show you some of the
inconsistencies and outright intentional misdirections foisted upon an unsuspecting public and mostly trusting, American people.
The first three words of the 14th Amendment,"All persons born", are being used to force a FRAUD upon every child born in the U.S. The
FRAUD that they are born into the FEUDAL SYSTEM. How can they make this leap? Having a 'political status' assigned at birth only
comes from one system of law in the history of the world. That is the FEUDAL SYSTEM. The other world system assigns your political
status from the Nationality of your parents. NOT where you were born.
The rest of your entire life they ask the above 'leading questions' TO GET YOUR CONSENT TO THE FRAUD perpetrated by assigning
you 'Feudal Serf status' because of WHERE you are botn. This is identified as "Birthright citizenship" by the Feudal Slavers who run and
control our federal government. THIS IS THEIR TAP ROOT OF POWER: YOUR CONSENT!
WHY? In the FEUDAL SYSTEM you are 'PROPERTY' of the Lord of the Manor. As 'property', they can make MAN MADE LAWS
for you. The SLAVERS then use the Administrative State to control you using man made laws & regulations made by bureaucrats.
Second, as 'property' you can now be collateralized and securitized, your future labor 'pledged' as the basis of our entire "World's reserve
currency" monetary system!
BOND is the 'root word' of BONDAGE... As 'property' you are the basis for U.S. BONDS. Your 'future labor', via income tax, is used to
pay the BONDHOLDERS! This Satanic, 'hidden', 'voluntary servitude system, went into effect on March 9, 1933, when the monetary
system changed from gold to fiat paper with YOU as the 'collateral'.
How would you like to instantly shed every federal agency's jurisdiction, including IRS from your life? There is a very easy and
inexpensive remedy. You 'officially' declare which status you chose to be. They can NOT say 'no'! Why? Because your personal
political status is YOURS to decide, not theirs. If so, it is OPEN TYRANNY! Why do you think they keep asking you those two
intentional leading questions?
10 years ago we wrote a book showing you how to correct your status. It has been highly acclaimed. Titled: From Sovereign to Serf
-Government by the Treachery and Deception of Words. For the past 10 years and currently we do a weekday 2-hour radio program, with
'no' commercial breaks'. We 'dive deep' into the subject matter, uninterrupted, so we can make sure that people understand the Satanic
SLAVERY PLAN. The system that allows our traditional enemies to literally control the world via our 'future' labor'.
There is a very simple legal & lawful remedy available. ALL you have to do is officially 'VOLUNTEER OUT'! It is YOUR choice and
they can not do anything about it.
Revelation 18:4: "Come out of her! My people! - that you may not be partakers of her sins, and that you may not become recipients of her
plagues; for her sins are piled up as high as heaven; and God has remembered her wickedness." Ferrar Fenton Bible. 18:13 "because of
their cargo that none buys anymore...and cattle, and sheep, and horses, and carriages; AND BODIES AND SOULS OF MEN" THEY
CAN NOT BUY AND SELL YOU UNLESS THEY OWN YOU!
Want to learn more? Would you like to help expose this evil system like never before in human history? HISTORY'S SLAVERS!!
BUSTED!!
RED-HANDED!
NO WIGGLE ROOM!!
"Sticks and stones can break my bones but 'words' can just ENSLAVE ME." R. Sayles
Time for the "Serfs" to rise up and officially declare their God Given Rights!
John W. Benson, my teacher, the man who did the 'heavy legal lifting' used to tell us; "The ONLY way I can protect MY LIBERTY is to
HELP YOU PROTECT YOURS!"
Final note: At some point, when you have a better command of this information, you may come to the same conclusion I have. That
conclusion is; that America's "Civil War" was staged and fought to install the 13th and 14th Amendment. By this method the Satanic
bankers control the world with it's effects 100+ years later.
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